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SIR MAX, JOINS NGAKA MODIRI MOLEMA DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY
EMPLOYEES TO COMMEMORATED JUNE 16
The Ngaka Modiri Molema District Municipality employees joins the Country as they
commemorated June 16 today, to mark the 39th Anniversary in “Remembering the
Soweto Riots” by wearing school uniform to work.
The 1976 protests were a revolutionary action that set South Africa for change and
made a huge impact in the lives of many black African students as they stood up
against Apartheid regime to introduction Afrikaans as a medium language in African
School.

Sir Max, a well-known life force couch, shared one of his philosophy to encouraged
and motivate employees to “Work for free in order to achieve your desired value
and push yourself beyond the limit”.
As he closes his coaching, Sir Max emphasised that he is a believer on the “Law of
Attraction” is a confirmation that sending out energy attract signals that matches.

-2Employees deliberated on various issues ranging from the question posed on whether
the youth of yesterday are better than the youth of today?, and concluded that this
question will remain a cloud in our minds to work for expansion not salary.
Ms Beauty Mvivi, a filing clerk gave testimony that “indeed working for expansion

not salary has put me where I am today, as I started as cleaner, but I use
to volunteer in filing room of which I was promoted to the same position
where I use to volunteer without expecting any remuneration, in my view
I have expanded”

Cllr Betty Loeto
MMC : Special Programmes
Member of the Mayoral Committee on Special Programmes, Cllr. Betty Loeto, also
reiterated, the words of Sir Max and further emphasised that “Youth Development is
not about June month, it is a 365 commitment by government that young people will
be empowered, notwithstanding that they are faced with the scourge of substance
and alcohol abuse, let us stand firm and Remember the Soweto Riots” in making

sure that our youth lives in a drug free society and the Legacy of the 1976
Youth of Soweto lives forever” she concluded.
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